
The theses are written without doubt on the basis of a serious 
study of both the economic and political conditions of oouth Africa _ 
as well as of the literature of Marxism and Leninism, particularly 
that of the Bolshevilc-ieninists. A serious scientific a p p r o a , * 
a ll  questions is one of the most important conditions for the succes 

a revolutionary organisation. The example of our bouta 
friends again confirms the fact that in tne present epoch only the 
Bolshevik-leninists,i.e., ttte conai.Unx prol.tarxan. •
take a serious attitude to theory, analyse the reallties.an  
i^Qrninfi- themselves before they teach others. The o talim s  
cracy has long ago substituted a comoination of ignorance and impu -

ence for Marxism.
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dependence, w ill put a certain imprint on the State.

Insofar as a victorious revolution v/ill radically change no * only 
the relation between the classes, but also between the races, and will 
i w i i i  assure to the blacks that place in the State which corresponds 
to their numbers, insofar will the Social Revolution in South Africa 
also have a national character. We have not the slighest reason to 
close our eyes to this side of the question or to diminish its signif
icance, On the contrary the proletarian party should in words and in 
deeds openly and boldly take the solution of the national (racial) 
problem in its hands.

Nevertheless the proletarian party can and must solve the national 
problem by its own methods.

The historical weapon of national liberation can be only the 
Class Struggle. The Comintern, beginning from 1924, transformed the 
programme of national liberation of colonial people into an empty 
democratic abstraction which is elevated above the reality of the class 
relations. In  the struggle against national oppression different class
es liberate themselves (temporarily!) from material interests and bee 
come simple ’’anti-imperialist" forces. In  order that these spiritual

•
 ’'forces” bravely fu lf il l  the task assigned to them by the Comintern, 

they are promised, as a regard, a spiritual "national-deiaocra,tie" state 
( with the unavoidable reference to Lenin’ s formula, "democratic 
dictatorship of the proletariat and peasantry1', )

The thesis points out that in 1917 I*u in  openly and once and for 
all discarded the slogan of ’’democratic dictatorship of the proletar- 
iat and peasantry" as artrtrtt-irh'Hfre necessary condition for the solution 
of the agrarian question. This is entirely correct, ^ut to avoid 
misunderstanding it should be added (a) lenin always spoke oi a 
revolutionary bourgeois democratic dictatorship and not about a spirit
ual "peoples" State, (b) in the struggle for a bourgeois democratic 
dictatorship he offered not a bloc of a ll  "anti-tsarist forces 
carried out an independent class policy of the proletariat. An ana-  
tsarist" bloc was the idea of the Russian Social-Revolutionaries 
and ifche left Cadets i . e . ,  the parties of the petty and middle bourgeoi 
ie . Against these parties the Bolsheviks always waged an irreconcil 
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the national question as well as the agrarian found a bold and 
decisive solution. But the very conjunction of the national move
ments with the struggle of the proletariat for power was made p oliti
cally possible only thanks to the fact that the Bolsheviks during 
the whole of their history carried on an irreconcilable struggle with 
the Great Russian oppressors, supporting always and without reserva
tions the right of the oppressed nationalities to self-determination 
including separation from Russia.

X X
X

The policy of Lenin in regard to the oppressed nations did not, 
however, have anything in common with the policy of the epigones.
The Bolshevik larty defended the right of the oppressed nations to 
self-determination, with methods of proletarian class struggle, 
entirely rejecting the charlatan "anti-imperialist" blocks with the 
numerous petty-bourgeois "national" parties of Tsarist Russia
(P .P .S . ,  the party of Pilsudski in Tsarist Poland, Dashnaki in Armenia, 
the Ukrainian nationalist, the Jewish Zionist, e tc ., etc . ) .  The Bol
sheviks have always mercilessly unmasked these parties, as well as the 
Russian Social-Revolutionaries, their vacillations and adventurism, 
but especially their ideological lie of being above the class struggle. 
Lanin did not stop his intransigent criticism even when circumstances 
forced upon him this or that episodic, strictly practical agreement 
with them. There could be no question of any permanent alliance with 
them under the banner of "anti-Tsarism". Only thanks to its irrecon
cilable class policy was Bolshevism able to succeed in the time of the 
Revolution to throw aside the Mensheviks, the Social-Revolutionaries, 
the national petty-bourgeois parties, and gather around the proletariat 
the masses of the peasairtry and the oppressed nationalisfcstui.

X X
X

"We must not", says the thesis, "compete with the African National 
Congress in Nationalist slogans in order to win the native masses.”
The idea is in irself correct, but it requires concrete amplification. 
Being insufficiently acquainted with the activities of the National 
Congress, I can only on the basis of analogies outline our policy con
cerning it , stating beforehand my readiness to supplement my recom
mendations with all the necessary modifications.

1) The Bolshevik-Leninists put themselves in defence of the 
Congress as it is , in all cases when it is being attacked by the white 
oppressors and their chauvinistic agents in the ranks of the workers' 
organisations.

2) The Bolshevik-Leninists place the progressive over against 
the reactionary tendencies in the programme of the Congress.

3) The Bolshevik-Leninists unu.ask before the native masses the 
inability of the Congress to achieve the realisation of even its own 
demands, because of its superficial, conciliatory policy, and develop 
in contradistinction to the Congress a programme of Class 
Revolutionary Struggle.

4) Separate, episodic agreements with the Congress, if  they are 
forced by circumstances, are permissible only within the framework
of strictly defined practical tasks, with the retention of fu ll  and 
complete independence of our own organisation and freedom of political 
criticism.

X X
X

The thesis brings out as the main political slogan not a "national^ 
democratic State", but a South African "October". The thesis proves, 
and proves convincingly, (a) that the national and agrarian questions 
in South Africa coincide in their bases; (b) that both these questions 
can be solved only in a revolutionary way; (c) that the revolutionary 
solution of these questions leads inevitably to the Dictatorship 
of the Proletariat which guides the native peasant masses;



(d) that the .Dictatorship of the proletariat will open an era of a 
Soviet regime and Socialist construction. This conclusion is the 
Corner-Stone of the whole structure of the programme. Here we are in 
complete agreement.

But the masses must be brought to this general "strategic" formula 
through the medium of a series of tactical slogans, it is possible to 
work out these slogans, at every given stage, only on the basis of anal
ysis of the concrete circumstances of the life and struggle of thepro- 
letariat and peasantry and the whole internal and international sit 
uation. without going deeply into this matter, I would like briefly to 
deal with the mutual relations of the national and agrarian Slogans.

The thesis several times underlines that the agrarian and not the 
national demands must be put in the first place. This is a very im- 
jiai portant question, which deserves serious attention. To push aside 
or to weaken the natioxial slogans with the object of not antagonising 
the white chauvinists in the ranks of the working class would be, of 
course, criminal Opportunism, which is absolutely alien to the authors 
and supporters of the thesis: this flows quite clearly from the text 
of the thesis, which is permeated with the spirit of ^evolutionary 
Internationalism. The thesis admirably says of those "Socialists '’ who 
are fighting for the privileges of the whites that "we must recognise 
them as the greatest enemies of the Revolution". Thus we must seek for 
another explanation, which is briefly indicated in the very text: the 
backward native peasant masses directly feel the agrarian oppression 
much more than they do the national oppression. It is quite possible: 
the majority of the natives are peasants; the bulk of the land i 3 in 
the hands of a white minority. The Russian peasants during their strug
gle for land had for long put their faith  in the Tsar and stubbonly 
refused to draw political conclusions. From the Revolutionary In telli
gentsia’ s traditional slogan, "Land and Liberty", the peasant for a 
long time accepted only the first part. It required decades of agrarian 
unrest and the influence and action of the town workers to enable the 
peasantry to connect both slogans.

The poor enslaved .bantu hardly entertains more hope in the British 
King or in MacDonald, imt his extreme political backwardness is also 
expressed in his lack of national self-consciousness. At the same time 
he feels very sharply the land and fiscal bondage. Given these condi
tions, propaganda can and must first of all flow from the slogans of 
the Agrarian Revolution, in order that, step by step, on the basis of the 
experiences of the struggle, the peasantry may be brought to the i 
necessary political ana national .conclusions. If  these hypothetical b b  

considerations are correct, then we are not concerned here with the 
programme itself, but rather with the ways ana means of carrying this 
programme to the consciousness of the native masses.

Considering the small numbers of the revolutionary cadres and the 
extreme diffusion of the peasantry, it will be possible to influence 
the peasantry, at least in the immediate future, mainly if not exclu
sively, through the medium of the advanced workers. Therefore it is 
of the utmost importance to train the advanced workers in the spirit of 
a clear understanding of the significance of the Agrarian Revolution 
for the historical fate of South Africa.

The proletariat of the country consists of backwara black pariahs 
and a privileged arrogant caste of whites. In this lies the greatest 
difficulty of the whole situation. As the thesis correctly states, the 
economic convulsions of rotting Sapitalism must strongly shake the old 
barriers and facilitate the worx of revolutionary coalescence. In any 
case, the worst crime on the part of the Revolutionaries would be to 
give the smallest concessions to the privileges and prejudices of the 
whites. Whoever gives his little  finger to the devil of chauvinism 
is lost. The Revolutionary party must put before every white worker 
the following alternative: Either with British Imperialism and with the 
white bourgeoisie of South Africa, or with the black workers and 
peasants against the white feudalists and slave-owners and their agents 
in the ranks of the working clase itself.

The overthrow of the British domination over the black population



of South Africa will not, of course, mean an economic and cultural 
break with the previous mother-count 1 7 , if the latter w ill liberate 
itself from the oppression of its imperialist plunderers. A Soviet 
England will be able to exercise a powerful economic and cultural 
influence on S.A. through the medium of those whites who in deed, in 
actual struggle, will have bound up their fate with that of the pres
ent colonial slaves, This influence will be based, not on domination, 
but on proletarian mutual co-operation.

But more important in all probability will be the influence which 
a Soviet Aouth Africa will exercise over the whole black continent, To 
help the negroes to catch up to the white race, in order to ascend 
hand in nand with them to new cultural heights, this will be one of the 
grand and noble tasks of a victorious Socialism.

X X

X

In conclusion, 1 want to say a few words on the question of a 
legal and illegal organisation (Concerning the Constitution of the 
Party).

The The sis correctly underlines the inseparable connection be
tween organisation, programme and tactics of a party. An organisation 
must assure the execution of all Revolutionary tasks, 
supplementing the legal apparatus with an illegal one. Uobody, of 
course, is proposing to create an illegal apparatus for such functions 
as in the given conditions can be executed by legal organs. But in 
conditions of an approaching political crisis there must be created 
cpecial illegal nuclei of the party apparatus, which will develop as 
need arises. A certain part, and by the way a very important part, of 
the work cannot under any circumstances be carried out openly, that is, 
before the eyes of the class enemies.

Nevertheless, for the given period, the most important form of 
the illegal or semi-legal work of Revolutionaries is the work in mass 
organisations, particularly in the trade unions. The leaders of the 
trade unions are the unofficial police of Capitalism; they conduct a 
merciless struggle against Revolutionaries. ..e must have the ability 
to work in mass-organisations, not falling  under the blows of the 
reactionary apparatus. This is a very important, for the given period 
most important part of the illegal work. A Revolutionary group in a 
Trade Union which has learned in practice all the necessary rules of 
conspiracy, w ill be able to transform its work to an illegal status, 
when circumstances reQuire this.

20/ 4/ 35 . L .Trotzki.
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